Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 1)

Name:
Level 1
Learning Outcomes:
The learner will
1 communicate personal information and ideas			
Assessment Criteria: 1.1/1.2

Title: My week-end
Circle the words which describe how you spend your week-ends:

1

sport

friends

cinema

disco

youth club

walks

schoolwork

football

television

games

golf

Rugby

part-time job

bicycle

church

hockey

family

drawing

gardening

reading

computers

writing

music

drama

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 1)

Use the story board to tell the story of the activities that you do on a typical week-end:
You can either do simple drawings to illustrate what you do after school on Friday until Sunday night.
or
If you wish, you can use your computer to do this activity and insert ‘Clip art images’ into each square in the
story board to represent each thing that you do.
Underneath each drawing:
Either write a word or a simple sentence to explain what you are doing.
*Remember to use some of the words that you have circled before to help you or ask your teacher how to spell
different words, and add these to your word bank in order to make your work more interesting.

Shopping
chatting with friends
Dancing
hill climbing
watching videos

* Record this as evidence in ‘your documents’ on your computer.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 1)

My story board to tell the story of the activities that I do on a typical week-end:

3

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience

Teacher Notes:
This task is suitable for Level 1
–– Learners can be encouraged to use for example: Photo Story or other ICT programmes to communicate their
week-end. Learners will need experience of using such programmes prior to the task;
–– They can use the words provided or add to their word bank during class discussions and shared work;
–– Learners should be able to demonstrate to the teacher how they have gathered the relevant information 		
about the topic, and then communicate their story.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 1/2)

Name:
Level 1/2
Learning Outcomes:
The learner will
1 communicate personal information and ideas			
Assessment Criteria: L2 1.1/1.2/1.3

Title: An experience of a lifetime
Think about something that you have done which was particularly meaningful to you and one that you would
like to share with your classmates.
• Communicate why it was so important to you.
• What made it so memorable.
• What effect has it had on you.
You can use some of the following suggestions:

Winning the school cup

1

My first fun fair

My first time camping

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 1)

Next plan what you are going to say. Use the following note making framework to help you to structure the
things that you want to include:
A spider diagram (use symbols from your computer)
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 1)

If you decide to communicate your experience aloud to your class remember to:
1. Introduce what you are going to talk about.
2. Use your spider diagram and go through each different thing that you did.
3. Speak out slowly.
4. Show different photographs or any images or postcards that you kept after your experience.
5. Try to use descriptive language – to help your class and teacher to imagine that they are actually there with
you experiencing what you did:
Or You might want to use a story board to tell about your experience:
1. You can draw different pictures in each box in the story-board to communicate the exciting things that 		
you did.
2. You can add pictures or images from a search engine.
3. You can use photographs that you have taken and talk about them underneath.
4. Remember to put a capital letter at the start of your sentence and a full stop at the end.
5. Try to use exciting words to describe how you felt:

blood pounding
best memory
fastest ever
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amazing

the best ever!
fantastic

wonderful

scary

a trip of a life-time

thrilling

scary

breath taking
awesome

exhilarating

super
frightening

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 1)

Ask your teacher for any new words that you need. Remember to use your dictionary or thesaurus to add
to your word bank.
Use lots of descriptive words to really bring your experience to life.
For example try to help your classmates feel as if they were there with you by using the senses;

• Help them to see what you did – use your photographs to help you to explain for example – the beauty of 		
the area; the landscape – the mountains, the snow…
• Help them to hear what you heard – laughter among friends, music playing in the amusement park, birds 		
singing…
• Help them to feel what you felt when you were doing some challenge or activity.
• Share your emotions using words like:

fantastic

awesome

sickening
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thrilling

wonderful

deathly

exhausting

life-time experience

worthwhile

exhilarating

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 1)

Use some persuasive phrases such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Imagine doing…
You need to try it…
You wouldn’t believe what I saw/felt/did…
A trip of a life-time or an experience that you really must try…
Don’t just dream about it… Do it!

Use some linking words to help you to join all of your thoughts and experience:

firstly

first of all

sometime later

then

after
next

afterwards

in conclusion

soon after

my favourite moment was..

Finally, you need to write a personal comment at the end:
My experience was…
–– Extreme!
–– Stupendous!
–– Awesome!
–– Better than I ever imagined…
–– One which I will always remember…
Share your experience with a friend as well as your teacher.
Keep a copy of your work in your portfolio.
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secondly

eventually
at last
finally

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience

Teacher Notes:
Learners have to have opportunities to read some stories and watch some videos telling of different
experiences. They need then to discuss what they have read or viewed with others in class and develop new
and creative ideas through a range of talking and listening activities.
‘Talk for learning’ opportunities improve the quality of written responses.
Learners must be taught how to use the various planners to structure their thoughts before any form of writing.
They can use:
–– Simple Spider diagrams.
Mind maps - adding lots of ideas to expanding arms,
www.thinkbuzan.com/articles/view/how-to-create-a-mind-map/
Skeleton Frames- look up Skeletons by Sue Palmer
www.suepalmer.co.uk/education_publications_skeletons_non_fiction.php
Teach learners how to use different connectives to connect their thoughts – by doing sequencing exercises
in class.
For example: cut up a good story into strips and ask the learners in pairs or groups to sequence the storyline
and add suitable connectives (on cards) to join the ideas together.
Learners also need to know how to draft and re-draft work. However, this process is not always required if:
–– the teacher outlines the Learning Intentions clearly at the start of the lesson and;
–– shares the success criteria for the work.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 1)

Name:
Level 1
Learning Outcomes:
The learner will
1 know how to communicate personal information and ideas			
Assessment Criteria: 1.1/1.2

Title: My most vivid childhood memory
Listen to the teacher reading some of the following poems to help you to remember things that you did in
your childhood:
www.poetrysoup.com/poems/childhood
You can also view some of the images below to see if they help you to remember something special:

1

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 1)

Talk about each of these pictures with a partner and hopefully some of them will trigger some childhood
memories that you can share with others in your class.
For this task:
You can use some pictures from your computer or you can bring in some old photographs from home to
communicate something memorable that you did when you were very young.
You can use the word bank below to help you to communicate your ideas:
This is a photograph which shows –

Sindy
Barbie
tricycle
match

doll

Riding my first bicycle
Cricket set
Post-man Pat

farmyard set

Corgi
dollshouse
Disney world

teddy bear

train set
Circus

football

rocking horse
camping

toy cars

Share your ideas with your teacher and class by referring to images and saying a few sentences about your
favourite memory.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience

Teacher Notes:
At Level 1 and Level 2 it is useful to use some poems, pictures or videos to stimulate ideas.
Some suggestions:
www.literacyshed.com
www.poemhunter.com
www.familyfriendpoems.com
Lots of inspiring images on the video below:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=53KNg77ZNFc&feature=player_detailpage#t=64
It is important to provide opportunities for learners to work together to discuss images and videos.
They should be encouraged to talk and listen to one another about how they feel about different things.
Sharing is powerful!
It is always important to talk lots and take down any new words/vocabulary and put into their word bank.
It is also important to model or share how to PLAN what learners want to communicate – (say or write).
Discuss how to use each of the note making tools described:
–– Spider diagram
–– Flow chart
–– Or visual spider diagram
Level 1 learners will address 1.1/1.2/2.1/2.2/2.3
Level 2 learners will address 1.1/1.2/1.3/2.1/2.3
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 1)

Name:
Level 1
Learning Outcomes:
The learner will
1 know how to communicate personal information and ideas			
Assessment Criteria: 1.1/1.2/1.3

Title: Something that I have achieved
Think about something in your life that you have achieved.
Describe how you were successful in achieving your goal.
Here are some suggestions to help you to think:
–– Making cupcakes for a special occasion;
–– Learning to ski;
–– Winning a race on Sports’ Day;
–– Winning a bicycle race.
When you decide on your topic – You can use pictures, words and simple sentences to communicate 		
your thoughts.

1

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 1)

The teacher will read the following questions to help you to plan what you are going to either say or write about
your success:
Did you:
1. How did you learn to do

?

For example did you look up different cookery books to see how to ice a cake?

2. Did you spend time watching someone do a particular thing several times?

3. Did you find out how to make 							
viewing on DVD or on You Tube?

4. Did you discuss with other people how to do something?

5. Did you go to training after school?

6. How much time did you spend practising your new activity?
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or play a game either by

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 1)

The teacher will help you to write down some answers and suggest some words to put in your word bank.
Take time with your teacher, to read over your answers to the questions above and try to use them to help you
to structure your writing.
You can use a storyboard to help you to sequence your story.
You can either draw pictures to represent your story – putting a simple sentence beneath – remember to use
words from your word bank.
Or
You can do your storyboard on the computer and insert images from clip art or other search engine.
You can type a simple sentence explain your story underneath.
Finally, share your story with your class.
Keep a copy of your work in your portfolio.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience

Teacher Notes:
It is important that learners have an opportunity to talk together about their experiences prior to doing any
kind of writing. By talking and listening to one another, some learners can glean ideas for their own work that
they had not thought of.
It is always a good idea to model or share examples of good practice (perhaps a learner’s work from a
previous year).
Learners need to be reminded of the terms:
–– Audience; (who is going to read it)
–– Purpose; (why you are writing it)
–– Form. (type of writing e.g. letter, email, story)
They also need to be encouraged to add words to their WORD BANK regularly during classes, in an effort to
develop their vocabulary.
Introduce structures to help them PLAN their work:
–– Question framework;
–– Spider diagram;
–– Flow chart;
–– Grid.
This task is pitched at Level 1.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 1)

Name:
Level 1
Learning Outcomes:
The learner will
communicate information on a topic of interest			
Assessment Criteria: 2.1/2.2/2.3

Title: My work experience
You are asked to communicate your experience in your recent work placement.
Use any notes taken or given to you when you were at your place of work to answer the following questions:
1. Write down the name of the place that you went to work.

2. What type of work did you do? e.g building or hairdressing.

You can insert images from clip art or a search
website to give an idea of the work you did.
Example:

1

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 1)

What were the names of the people that you worked with – the boss for example?

Use some of the following words to say how you found your work experience:
–– excellent
–– worthwhile
–– really interesting

–– fascinating
–– good
–– long

–– not really what I thought
–– boring
–– busy

I found the experience
You can complete the following cloze procedure as your summary for your teacher:

I started my work in
on					

. I had to be into work very			

I was introduced to my boss Mr			

.

or Mrs			

They told me what I had to do for the next 		

.

days. I did

					and						

.

I got plenty of 				

doing					

.

especially				

.

Everyone was very 			

I would/would not like to do this job because
.

Monday
late

Tuesday
two

drilling

2

three

Wednesday

Thursday

building work

mechanics

computer

Friday

engineering
pleasant

early

experience
helpful

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

Name:
Level 2
Learning Outcomes:
The learner will
1 communicate personal information and ideas			
Assessment Criteria: 1.1/1.2/1.3

Title: An experience of a lifetime
Think about something that you have done which was particularly meaningful to you and one that you would
like to share with your classmates.
• Say why it was so important to you.
• What made it so memorable?
• What effect has it had on you?
You can use some of the following suggestions:
–– My best holiday ever;
–– Winning the school cup;
–– My first school trip to… South Africa, Holland, France;
–– A ski trip with a difference;
–– My first time camping.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

Read the following work written by a Year 11 student.
Underline or highlight any words or phrases that you like.
Then discuss some of these with a partner.

An experience of a lifetime
I was only five years old when my parents decided to go as ‘missionaries’ to South Africa. I remember
my grandparents crying and asking questions ‘why?’ and ‘when would we be back home?’ I cannot
remember any answers.
When we arrived in Africa, I can remember the oppressive heat, the sweet sickly smells and the strange
looking people. To me they had very dark black eyes and wore loads of jewellery – even the men! Also I
remember that they were so poor that they wore very few clothes, maybe it was because it was so hot
and sticky.
I think it took about four hours on the dustiest roads imaginable, to reach our destination. I remember
feeling hot and sticky, and very, very sore after bumping along the dirt-track roads.
Our house was a simple one: two tiny bedrooms, a living room and kitchen combined, and horror of
horrors, a toilet and cold shower outside. I remember my mum crying.
As time went on, I became used to the hot, clammy conditions. Also I met up with many new friends;
children belonging to other missionary workers.
The one thing that I am thankful for is the fact that we got to go to school. Yes, and this is my first point
- we all should be thankful to be able to go to school and have the freedom to learn.
Another thing that I need to be thankful for is the fact that we had the luxury of a car whereas the local
people had to walk everywhere! Some people did not have proper shoes.
I also witnessed little children dying. Dying because they couldn’t afford proper medicines; really things
that we get free on our National Health.
Now some 10 years later, living in the comfortable surroundings of N. Ireland, I find that this experience
has had a profound effect on me. Now, as I sit my examinations, I know what I want to do when I leave
big school. Without doubt, I want to go back and help those poor people lead a better life.
I want to go back as either a nurse or a builder to help those long-suffering people who had such a
profound effect on my life.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

Now choose a topic to write about .
Remember to consider the following pointers:
Your purpose in writing: e.g. to describe; to explain; to persuade your audience: your classmates; teacher.
Now you should plan your work.
–– You can use a skeleton diagram or a spider diagram to write down all the things you want to say;
–– a spider diagram;
–– a skeleton diagram.
Remember to use a good opening paragraph to introduce your topic.
–– Take a new paragraph to introduce each new thought or activity.
Use lots of descriptive words to really bring your experience to life.
For example try to help your classmates feel as if they were there with you by using the senses;
• Help them to see what you did – use your photographs to help you to explain for example – the beauty of 		
the area; the landscape – the mountains, the snow…
• Help them to hear what you heard – laughter among friends, music playing in the amusement park, birds 		
singing…
• Help them to feel what you felt when you were doing some challenge or activity.
• Share your emotions using words like:

fantastic
exhausting
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awesome

worthwhile

sickening
exhilarating

wonderful

deathly

life-time experience

thrilling

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

Use some persuasive phrases such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Imagine doing…
You need to try it…
You wouldn’t believe what I saw/felt/did…
A trip of a life-time or an experience that you really must try…
Don’t just dream about it… Do it!

Use some linking words to help you to join all of your thoughts and experience:

firstly
sometime later

first of all
next

afterwards

after
Soon after

at last

Finally, you need to write a personal comment at the end:
My experience was…
–– Extreme!
–– Stupendous!
–– Awesome!
–– Better than I ever imagined…
–– One which I will always remember…
Share your experience with a friend as well as your teacher.
Keep a copy of your work in your portfolio.
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then

eventually

my favourite moment was..

in conclusion

finally

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience

Teacher Notes:
Learners have to have opportunities to read some stories and watch some videos telling of different 		
experiences. They need then to discuss what they have read or viewed with others in class and develop
new and creative ideas through a range of talking and listening activities.
‘Talk for learning’ opportunities improve the quality of written responses.
Learners must be taught how to use the various planners to structure their thoughts before any form of writing.
They can use:
Simple Spider diagrams.
Mind maps – adding lots of ideas to expanding arms:
www.thinkbuzan.com/articles/view/how-to-create-a-mind-map/
Skeleton Frames – look up Skeletons by Sue Palmer:
www.suepalmer.co.uk/education_publications_skeletons_non_fiction.php
Teach learners how to use different connectives to connect their thoughts – by doing sequencing exercises
in class.
For example: cut up a good story into strips and ask the learners in pairs or groups to sequence the storyline
and add suitable connectives(on cards) to join the ideas together.
Learners also need to know how to draft and re-draft work. However, this process is not always required if:
–– the teacher outlines the Learning Intentions clearly at the start of the lesson and;
–– shares the success criteria for the work.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2/3)

Name:
Level 2/3
Learning Outcomes:
The learner will
2 communicate information on a topic of interest			
Assessment Criteria: L2: 2.1/2.2/2.3/2.4
Assessment Criteria: L3: 2.1/2.2/2.3/2.4

Title: Achieving your dream
In this task you have to gather some interesting facts about something that you really aspire to achieve in
your life-time.
Some learners might want to communicate information on:
–– Completing a black ski run or winning in a mogul skiing competition;
–– Competing in The Olympics in your favourite sport;
–– Playing football for your favourite team;
–– Going to the moon;
–– Climbing Mount Everest.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2/3)

Read the following Report written by a year 12 student who researched the internet to find out how one
particular Northern Irish woman achieved her dreams.

Hannah Shields was the first Northern Ireland woman to conquer Mount Everest - nearly four years after
abandoning her first attempt because of severe frost-bite.
Her story tells of her determined spirit and what she was determined to overcome to achieve her dream.
As well as this tremendous feat- she was then the first Irish woman to ski to the North Pole!
Later she became a trainer in polar survival, and helped others to train to cope with polar conditions.
Not content with the above challenges, she then became an ultra-marathon competitor and
accomplished the 101-kilometre Titanic Quarter Ultra marathon!
Through sheer determination and a rigorous training schedule, Hannah was also an enthusiastic
mountaineer, and has climbed extensively in Ireland, Scotland, the Alps, South America and Nepal and
also competed in the inaugural Polar Challenge, a race to the Magnetic North Pole in which she came
second.
As well as Hannah, another climber from County Cork, Dr Clare O’Leary became the first Irish woman to
reach the summit of Mount Everest.
Altogether this amazing woman has accomplished at least 6 key challenges.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2/3)

Now identify your own personal challenge.
1. Research information about this.
2. Indicate at least two sources or web sites that you have found useful.
3. Highlight key words and phrases from these sources.
4. Use a Grid to capture all the information that you need.
You might want to use a KWLR grid. See below:
–– What I already know;
–– What I want to know;
–– What I have learned from research;
–– References from websites.

Know

3

Want to know

Learned

References

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2/3)

5. Outline the skills that you need to succeed.
6. Outline your training schedule, as required.
7. Finally, choose a FORM to present a piece of work entitled: ‘Preparing for that challenge’.
Choose from:
• An oral presentation – a talk to your class.
0r
• An Information Report.
Remember to build up a useful vocabulary of words as you do your research on both websites.
Make sure that you use descriptive languages – use interesting adjectives to describe your experiences.
Explain clearly the skills needed to be successful.
Share your work with your teacher.
Please read any comments that your teacher makes to improve the quality of your work.
Redraft your work taking note of aspects that will make it read better.
Include both pieces of work in your folder.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience

Teacher Notes:
This task is pitched at Level 2 and Level 3.
However, Learners at Level 1 could communicate personal information using pictures, phrases and 		
simple sentences.
Learners would have to be helped to:
Read the extracts from the websites – possibly use a reader and scribe to underline important facts and write
these down.
Also to recognise and spell important words from their word bank.
Learners would have to communicate to teacher any information they gathered and use simple sentences to
communicate on their own topic of interests.
Teachers need to share different planning tools:
–– Spider diagrams;
–– Mind maps;
–– Visual note making;
–– Retrieval charts-such as KWLR grid.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

Name:
Level 2
Learning Outcomes:
The learner will
1 know how to communicate personal information and ideas			
Assessment Criteria: 1.1/1.2/1.3

Title: My most vivid childhood memory
You can use some of the following poems in this website to help you to remember things that you did in your
childhood:
www.poetrysoup.com/poems/childhood
You can also view some of the images below to see if they help you to remember something special:
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

Talk about each of these pictures with a partner and hopefully some of them will trigger some childhood
memories that you can share with others in your class.
Here are some other ideas for you to consider:
•
•
•
•

Learning to ride a bicycle.
Going to your first football match.
Going to Disney World.
First time on a train or a boat or an aeroplane.

Once you have made your decision…
You can write a paragraph about ‘your most vivid childhood memory’.
0r
You can make a picture story by using clip-art images or old photographs taken when you were a child. Paste
them on to an A4 sheet and do a simple story board. You can also add drawings of your own to help you to tell
your story.
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You can insert a photograph

Insert drawing

Add clip-art

Write simple sentences

Write key words

Draw an illustration

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

When you are planning your work, consider the following questions:
What age were you?

Who was with you?

Describe how you felt when you did something?

excited

happy
jumping for joy

sad
wow!

Explain what was really magical about this memory.
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wonderful
comforted

feeling

singing
secure

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

You can plan everything that you want to say by using a spider diagram.
Put the topic that you want to write about in the centre and write all the different things that you want to say
in the circles around it.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

Now you can begin to develop your Story board by using the photographs or draw free-hand your 		
favourite memories.
Words or phrases you might need:

happy
sad

childhood

awesome

exciting
great fun with friends
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keep safely
fixed in my memory
never to be forgotten

lifetime
dreams

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience

Teacher Notes:
At Level 1 and Level 2 it is useful to use some poems, pictures or videos to stimulate ideas.
Some suggestions:
www.literacyshed.com
www.poemhunter.com
www.familyfriendpoems.com
Lots of inspiring images on the video below:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=53KNg77ZNFc&feature=player_detailpage#t=64
It is important to provide opportunities for learners to work together to discuss images and videos.
They should be encouraged to talk and listen to one another about how they feel about different things.
Sharing is powerful!
It is always important to talk lots and take down any new words/vocabulary and put into their word bank.
It is also important to model or share how to PLAN what learners want to communicate – (say or write).
Discuss how to use each of the note-making tools described:
–– Spider diagram;
–– Flow chart;
–– Or visual spider diagram.
Level 2 learners will address 1.1/1.2/1.3/2.1/2.3.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

Name:
Level 2
Learning Outcomes:
The learner will
2 communicate personal information and ideas			
Assessment Criteria: 1.1/1.2/1.3

Title: Something that I have achieved
Think about something in your life that you have achieved.
Describe how you were successful in achieving your goal.
Here are some suggestions to help you to think:
–– Learning to ski;
–– Winning a race on Sports’ Day;
–– Winning a bicycle race.
When you decide on your topic – use the following questions to help you to plan what you are going to either
say or write:

1

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

Use the following Question Planner to help you to structure your thoughts:
Describe what you did in order to achieve your success:
Did you:
1. research how to do something? For example look up different cookery books to see how to ice a cake.

2. watch someone do a particular thing several times?

3. find out how to make something or play a game either by viewing on DVD or You Tube?

4. discuss with other people how to do something?

5. go to extra classes or training after school?

6. how much time did you spend practising your new activity?

Take time to read over your answers to the questions above and use them to help you to structure your writing.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

Read the following work done by a pupil several years ago before you start writing.

Something I achieved
Years ago, when I was about seven years old, I read ‘The Bunty’ and ‘Judy’ comics. I loved the stories in
those comics and one in particular which was about a girl who escaped from boarding school and joined
the circus.
I always dreamed of joining the circus, wearing the colourful, glittery costumes, and swinging like a bird
on a large swing in the sky to the loud applause of the crowd.
I also loved the idea of hanging upside down, and swinging to the other side of the tent and a gorgeous
boy catching me! I could almost hear the crowd gasp and clap.
Now seven years later, I have almost achieved that dream – a dream that has been hard work.
To-day I am a successful Gymnast, and can I tell you that this only came about through sheer hard work
and determination.
Each morning I train from 6.30 am to 7.30 am and each evening 5.30 to 7.o’clock. Then on Saturdays,
I train for four hours. As well as this training – often in very cold gyms in a nearby leisure centre – I am
on a strict fat-free diet. No mars bars and chips for me. I know that if I want to win, I need to train hard,
work hard, and I will achieve my dream.
If you really want something – you can do it!

Before you begin your work - THINK:
• What is my purpose in this task?
• Who is my audience?
Write a report telling of your achievement.
Finally, share your story with your class.
Keep a copy of your work in your portfolio.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience

Teacher Notes:
It is important that learners have an opportunity to talk together about their experiences prior to doing any
kind of writing. By talking and listening to one another, some learners can glean ideas for their own work that
they had not thought of.
It is always a good idea to model or share examples of good practice (perhaps a learner’s work from a
previous year).
Learners need to be reminded of the terms:
–– Audience; (who is going to read it)
–– Purpose; (why you are writing it)
–– Form. (type of writing e.g. letter, email, story)
They also need to be encouraged to add words to their WORD Bank regularly during classes, in an effort to
develop their vocabulary.
Introduce structures to help them PLAN their work:
–– Question framework;
–– Spider diagram;
–– Flow chart;
–– Grid.
This task is pitched at Level 2.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

Name:
Level 2
Learning Outcomes:
The learner will
2 communicate information on a topic of interest			
Assessment Criteria: 2.1/2.2/2.3/2.4

Title: My work experience
You are asked to communicate your experience in your recent work placement as an oral report.

Outline what led you to decide on this type of job or career choice:
Use the following questions to guide your thinking:
Is this work something that you always dreamed of doing?

Did you simply choose your best subjects at end of Key Stage 3 or were these your favourite subjects taught by
your favourite teachers?

Did someone help you to decide on your subjects, for example, a careers’ teacher in your school?
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

You can either answer the following questions,
0r
You can use the writing frame to record your experience at your recent place of work:

What were your first impressions when you went to this place of work?
I was feeling...

scared
worried

2

apprehensive
confident

confused
motivated

anxious

muddled
nervous

concerned
excited

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

Outline briefly what you actually did on the job?

building work
receptionist

typing
book work

building

mechanics
personal assistant
joinery work

drilling

office work

hair dressing

bank

electrical work

Did you get a wide experience in the job? Yes or No?

Describe the best thing that you did

Did someone in particular inspire you while you were there? 							
If so, describe this person and their role in the work place?
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

Would you like to work in this place? Give reasons why?

What advice would you give to other students who are about to choose their work experience?

MY ADVICE:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2)

OR – you can use the following writing framework to guide your thoughts.
Remember that you only need to write words or short phrases when you are making notes.
The work place I went to

Why I chose this place

What I did

Some photographs of my experience

Photograph of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The aspect of the job that I liked best

The person that was most helpful to me

Insert photographs:

This was a worthwhile experience because…

Now use all of your notes to communicate your recent work experience or work placement.
Share your feelings with your English teacher or Careers’ teacher and class.
When your teacher marks your work, you must read over the comments and make the necessary changes to
any aspects which have been highlighted.
Redraft your work as necessary.
You must retain evidence of your note making and final piece for your folder.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience

Teacher Notes:
This is a Level 2 task.
Learners need to be given opportunities to see and hear what previous students have said or written about their
experiences in a work placement.
Learners need to be familiar with words associated with work situations. They need to build up an extensive
word bank with words that they will need to use – prior to this activity,
Teachers should have key words displayed around the classroom walls to support word recognition.
There needs to be much oral work done prior to the task – perhaps role-plays would be useful encouraging
learners to act out situations that they found themselves in their recent work placement.
Learners need to be shown how to make notes in the chart, and then extract these for use in their chosen
presentation – Level 2: 1.1/1.2/1.3.		
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2/3)

Name:
Level 2/3
Learning Outcomes:
The learner will
1 communicate about their weekend activities in a number of different forms 			
Assessment Criteria: L2: 1.1/1.2/1.3
Assessment Criteria: L3: 1.1/1.2/1.3

Title: My week-end
Circle the words which describe how you spend your week-ends:

sport

friends

cinema

disco

youth club

walks

schoolwork

football

television

games

computers

rugby

part-time job

bicycle

church

hockey

family

drawing

gardening

reading

You can add other ideas or words in word bank below:

chatting

Plan what you are going to either talk about or write about using one of the following planners:
–– Spider diagram;

1

–– Mind map;

–– Flow chart.

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2/3)

You could present your work as a news sheet.
MY NEWS
My Weekend

2

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 2/3)

Insert headings and sub headings
Vary your sentence length and try to make them as interesting as possible.
If you are using Photo Story on your computer to tell about your week-end – you can research for real images/
photographs of places in your local area:									
–– The cinema;
–– The leisure centre;
–– Shopping mall;
–– Swimming pool;
–– Football grounds.
Insert each place that you go into the story frame. Then write a simple sentence below each one. If possible,
ask your teacher for ear phones and do a ‘voice over’ for your story by reading aloud your sentence as each
place appears.
You might also want to choose some music to play quietly in the background to create a suitable atmosphere
of your story.
Or an oral presentation supported by power-point facts and images.
* Remember to use some of the words that you have circled above to help you or ask your teacher how to spell
different words, and add these to your word bank in order to make your work more interesting.
* Record this as evidence in ‘your documents ‘on your computer.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience

Teacher Notes:
This task is suitable for Level 2 /3
–– Learners can be encouraged to use for example: Photo Story or other ICT programmes to communicate their 		
week-end. Learners will need experience of using such programmes prior to the task.
–– They can use the words provided or add to their word bank during class discussions and shared work.
–– Learners should be able to demonstrate to the teacher how they have gathered the relevant information 			
about the topic, and then communicate their story.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

Name:
Level 3
Learning Outcomes:
The learner will
1 communicate personal information and ideas			
Assessment Criteria: 1.1/1.2/1.3/2.2/2.3/2.4

Title: An experience of a lifetime
Think about something that you have done which was particularly meaningful to you and one that you would
like to share with your classmates.
• Say why it was so important to you.
• What made it so memorable?
• What effect has it had on you?
You can use some of the following suggestions:
–– My best holiday ever;
–– Winning the school cup;
–– My first school trip to… South Africa, Holland, France;
–– A ski trip with a difference;
–– My first time camping.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

Read the following work written by a Year 11 student.
Underline or highlight any words or phrases that you like.
Then discuss some of these with a partner.

An experience of a lifetime
I was only five years’ old when my parents decided to go as ‘missionaries’ to South Africa. I remember
my grandparents crying and asking questions ‘why?’ and ‘when would we be back home?’ I cannot
remember any answers.
When we arrived in Africa, I can remember the oppressive heat, the sweet sickly smells and the strange
looking people. To me they had very dark black eyes and wore loads of jewellery – even the men! Also I
remember that they were so poor that they wore very few clothes, maybe it was because it was so hot
and sticky.
I think it took about four hours on the dustiest roads imaginable, to reach our destination. I remember
feeling hot and sticky, and very, very sore after bumping along the dirt-track roads.
Our house was a simple one: two tiny bedrooms, a living room and kitchen combined, and horror of
horrors, a toilet and cold shower outside. I remember my mum crying.
As time went on, I became used to the hot, clammy conditions. Also I met up with many new friends;
children belonging to other missionary workers.
The one thing that I am thankful for is the fact that we got to go to school. Yes, and this is my first point
– we all should be thankful to be able to go to school and have the freedom to learn.
Another thing that I need to be thankful for is the fact that we had the luxury of a car whereas the local
people had to walk everywhere! Some people did not have proper shoes.
I also witnessed little children dying. Dying because they couldn’t afford proper medicines; really things
that we get free on our National Health.
Now some 10 years later, living in the comfortable surroundings of N. Ireland, I find that this experience
has had a profound effect on me. Now, as I sit my examinations, I know what I want to do when I leave
big school. Without doubt, I want to go back and help those poor people lead a better life.
I want to go back as either a nurse or a builder to help those long-suffering people who had such a
profound effect on my life.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

Now choose a topic to write about.
Remember to consider the following pointers:
Your purpose in writing: e.g. to describe; to explain; to persuade Your audience: your classmates; teacher.
Which form you will use to share this experience:
You can use a skeleton diagram or a spider diagram to write down all the things you want to say.
•
•
•
•

an essay.
a speech or talk.
power point using photographs.
using photo story with photographs that you have taken.

How you are going to Plan your work?
Which planning framework you are going to use to help you to structure your thoughts?
You might want to use either:
–– a spider diagram

–– a mind map

–– a skeleton diagram

–– a flow chart

Remember to use a good opening paragraph to introduce your topic.
Take a new paragraph to introduce each new thought or activity.
Use lots of descriptive words to really bring your experience to life.
For example try to help your classmates feel as if they were there with you by using the senses;
• Help them to see what you did – use your photographs to help you to explain for example – the beauty of 		
the area; the landscape - the mountains, the snow…
• Help them to hear what you heard – laughter among friends, music playing in the amusement park, birds 		
singing…
• Help them to feel what you felt when you were doing some challenge or activity• Share your emotions using words like:

fantastic
exhausting
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awesome

worthwhile

sickening
exhilarating

wonderful

deathly

life-time experience

thrilling

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

Use some persuasive phrases such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Imagine doing…
You need to try it…
You wouldn’t believe what I saw/felt/did…
A trip of a life-time or an experience that you really must try…
Don’t just dream about it…Do it!

Use some linking words to help you to join all of your thoughts and experience:

firstly
sometime later
at last

first of all
Next

after
soon after

in conclusion

afterwards

eventually

my favourite moment was..
finally

then

Finally, you need to write a personal comment at the end:
My experience was …
–– Extreme!
–– Stupendous!
–– Awesome!
–– Better than I ever imagined …
–– One which I will always remember…
Share your experience with a friend as well as your teacher.
When your teacher reviews your work and suggests some changes – it is up to you to redraft your work and
re-submit for assessment.
Keep a copy of your work in your portfolio.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience

Teacher Notes:
Learners have to have opportunities to read some stories and watch some videos telling of different 		
experiences. They need then to discuss what they have read or viewed with others in class and develop
new and creative ideas through a range of talking and listening activities.
‘Talk for learning’ opportunities improve the quality of written responses.
Learners must be taught how to use the various planners to structure their thoughts before any form of writing.
They can use:
–– Simple Spider diagrams.
Mind maps – adding lots of ideas to expanding arms your friends:
www.thinkbuzan.com/articles/view/how-to-create-a-mind-map/
Skeleton Frames – look up Skeletons by Sue Palmer:
www.suepalmer.co.uk/education_publications_skeletons_non_fiction.php
Teach learners how to use different connectives to connect their thoughts – by doing sequencing exercises
in class.
For example: cut up a good story into strips and ask the learners in pairs or groups to sequence the storyline
and add suitable connectives (on cards) to join the ideas together.
Learners also need to know how to draft and re-draft work. However, this process is not always required if:
–– the teacher outlines the Learning Intentions clearly at the start of the lesson and;
–– shares the success criteria for the work.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

Name:
Level 3
Learning Outcomes:
The learner will
1 know how to communicate personal information and ideas			
Assessment Criteria: 1.1/1.2/1.3

Title: My most vivid childhood memory
Listen to the teacher reading some of the following poems to help you to remember things that you did in your
childhood:
www.poetrysoup.com/poems/childhood
You can also view some of the images below to see if they help you to remember something special:
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

Talk about each of these pictures with a partner and hopefully some of them will trigger some childhood
memories that you can share with others in your class.
Here are some other ideas for you to consider:
•
•
•
•

Learning to ride a bicycle.
Going to your first football match.
Going to Disney World.
First time on a train or a boat or an aeroplane.

Once you have made your decision…
You can either do a short talk to a small group of classmates
0r
You can write a paragraph about ‘your most vivid childhood memory’
0r
You can use Photo Story and make a picture story by using clip – art images or old photographs taken when
you were a child.
You can do a voice – over to support your story or write a few sentences underneath. You can add some music
in the background to create atmosphere.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

Next you have to PLAN your work:
When you are planning your work, consider the following questions:
What age were you?

Who was with you?

Describe how you felt when you did something?

out of this world!
magical
comforted

excited
jumping for joy
sad

Explain what was really magical about this memory.
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wonderful
wow!

secure
singing

feeling
fantastic
happy

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

You can choose a planning tool that you have learned to help you to plan everything that you want to say.
You can use either:
–– A spider diagram;
–– A mind map;
–– A flow chart;
–– A skeleton diagram;
–– Linear notes with bullet points.
Now YOU choose what Form or Format you are going to use to share your precious memories.
•
•
•
•

A short talk.
Write a paragraph.
Photo Story.
Power point.

Words or phrases you might need:

exciting
share with

happy
grandchildren

dreams
Hello

keep safely
good times

thank you for listening

awesome
childhood

thank you for letting me relive my memories
fabulous

good morning classmates

sad
lifetime

Remember:
When your work is assessed by your teacher – read the comments suggested to improve your work.
Redraft your work making necessary changes.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience

Teacher’s Notes:
At Level 3 it is useful to use some poems, pictures or videos to stimulate ideas.
Some suggestions:
www.literacyshed.com
www.poemhunter.com
www.familyfriendpoems.com
Lots of inspiring images on the video below:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=53KNg77ZNFc&feature=player_detailpage#t=64
It is important to provide opportunities for learners to work together to discuss images and videos.
They should be encouraged to talk and listen to one another about how they feel about different things.
Sharing is powerful!
It is always important to talk lots and take down any new words/vocabulary and put into their word bank.
It is also important to model or share how to PLAN what learners want to communicate – (say or write).
Discuss how to use each of the note making tools described:
–– Spider diagram;
–– Flow chart;
–– Or visual spider diagram.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

Name:
Level 3
Learning Outcomes:
The learner will
1 know how to communicate personal information and ideas			
Assessment Criteria: 1.1/1.2/1.3

Title: Something that I have achieved
Think about something in your life that you have achieved.
Describe how you were successful in achieving your goal.
Here are some suggestions to help you to think:
–– Baking and icing a birthday cake or making cupcakes for a special occasion;
–– Learning to ski;
–– Winning a race on Sports’ Day;
–– Winning a bicycle race;
–– Getting a story published in the school magazine;
–– Winning a writing or poetry competition.
When you decide on your topicSelect a planning method to help structure your thoughts:
–– A spider diagram;
–– A mind map;
–– A flow chart;
–– A skeleton.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

Describe what you did to achieve your success by answering the following questions –
Did you:
research how to do something on the internet – to learn the skills required?

watch other people do a particular thing in your local town or sports ground?

watch how to make something or play a game either on DVD or You Tube?

discuss with other people how to do something?

go to extra classes or training after school?

how much time did you spend practising your new activity?

take time to read over your answers to the questions above and use them to help you to structure your writing?

Take time read over your answers to the questions above and then really focus on
1. The new skills that you learned.
2. The secret of your success.
3. The advice you would give to others if they wanted to experience the satisfaction of achieving something.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

Read over the following piece of work written by a Year 12 student to help you:
Something I achieved
Years ago, when I was about seven years old, I read ‘The Bunty’ and ‘Judy’ comics. I loved the stories in
those comics and one in particular which was about a girl who escaped from boarding school and joined
the circus.
I always dreamed of joining the circus, wearing the colourful, glittery costumes, and swinging like a bird
on a large swing in the sky to the loud applause of the crowd.
I also loved the idea of hanging upside down, and swinging to the other side of the tent and a gorgeous
boy catching me! I could almost hear the crowd gasp and clap.
Now seven years later, I have achieved that dream – a dream that has been hard work.
To-day I am a successful Gymnast, and can I tell you that this only happened through sheer hard work,
sweat, and determination.
Each morning I have to train from 6.30 am to 7.30 am and on Saturdays and Sundays, I train for four
hours. As well as this training – often in very cold gyms in a nearby leisure centre – I am on a strict
fat-free diet. No mars bars and chips for me. I know that if I want to win, I need to train hard, work
hard, and I will achieve my dream.
My motto is that if you really want something – work for it, and you will achieve it.
Before you start your writing:
Remember to:
1. Use the notes that you have taken to plan your work.
2. Write about experience making it interesting to read.
– Try to use interesting adjectives and adverbs in your description.
3. Write in sentences using capital letters and full stops and other punctuation if you can.
4. Say how you feel and what you think.
5. Make sure you write details in your story that help the reader to understand what happened.
6. Try to use at least 3 writing techniques that you have learned.
7. Check your work and make changes to ensure you have done everything you were asked to.
Finally, share your story with your class;
Keep a copy of your work in your portfolio.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience

Teacher Notes:
It is important that learners have an opportunity to talk together about their experiences prior to doing any
kind of writing. By talking and listening to one another, some learners can glean ideas for their own work that
they had not thought of.
It is always a good idea to model or share examples of good practice (perhaps a learner’s work from a 		
previous year).
Learners need to be reminded of the terms:
–– Audience; (who is going to read it)
–– Purpose; (why you are writing it)
–– Form. (type of writing e.g. letter, email, story)
They also need to be encouraged to add words to their WORD Bank regularly during classes, in an effort to
develop their vocabulary.
Learners need to be reminded of the terms:
–– Question framework;
–– Spider diagram;
–– Flow chart;
–– Grid.
This task is pitched at Level 3. L3 1.1/1.2/1/3.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

Name:
Level 3
Learning Outcomes:
The learner will
2 communicate information on a topic of interest			
Assessment Criteria: 1.1/1.2/1.3 /2.1/2.2/2.3/2.4

Title: My work experience
You are asked to communicate your experience in your recent work placement as an report.

What type of job did you decide to seek more information about by going to your work placement?
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

What led you to decide on this type of job or career choice? 					
Use the following questions to guide your thinking:
Is this work something that you always dreamed of doing?

Did you simply choose your best subjects at end of Key Stage 3 or were these your favourite subjects taught by
your favourite teachers?

Did someone help you to decide on your subjects, for example a careers’ teacher in your school?
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

Describe how you gathered information and facts about your chosen job 					
Indicate your research from at least two sources:
Sources could be:
1. A website.
2. Advice or information leaflets from your careers’ teacher.
3. Advice or information from someone who is doing a similar job.
Indicate below the method you used to take your notes:
Suggestions:
•
•
•
•

KWLR grid.
Highlighting key words and phrases about the job and transferring onto a Key facts note page.
Mind map.
Spider diagram.

Please insert how you gathered your facts in your portfolio from:
Source 1:

Source 2:
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

Now you must write up your report of your work experience.
You can either answer the following questions as a guide to help you decide what to put into your report.
0r
You can use the writing frame to record your experience at your recent place of work:
What were your first impressions when you went to this place of work?
I was feeling...

scared

apprehensive

worried

confident

confused
motivated

muddled
anxious

concerned

nervous

excited

Outline briefly what you actually did on the job?

building work
receptionist
building
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typing
book work
joinery work

mechanics

drilling

personal assistant
electrical work

office work
hair dressing
bank

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

Did you get a wide experience in the job?

Describe the best thing that you did

Did someone in particular inspire you while you were there? 							
If so, describe this person and their role in the workplace?

Would you like to work in this place? Give reasons why?
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Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

What advice would you give to other students who are about to choose their work experience?

MY ADVICE:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

OR – A framework to guide your thoughts.
Remember that you only need to write words or short phrases when you are making notes.
The work place I went to

Why I chose this place

What I did

Some photographs of my experience

Photograph of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The aspect of the job that I liked best

The person that was most helpful to me

This was a worthwhile experience because…
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Inset photographs:

Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience (Level 3)

You must now use all of your notes to communicate a short REPORT on your recent work experience or
work placement.
Remember:
• Take a new paragraph for each new thing that you wish to say.
• Give details about everything that you did.
• Use words from your word bank and the notes that you researched to make your report as informative 		
as possible.
• Use connectives to join each paragraph.
• Give a personal statement at the end.
When your teacher marks your work, you must read over the comments and make the necessary changes to
any aspects which have been highlighted.
Redraft your work as necessary.
You must retain evidence of your note making and final piece for your folder.
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Task Sheet
Entry Level English:
Unit 6 through the Media: English through experience

Teacher Notes:
This is a Level 3 task
Learners need to be given opportunities to see and hear what previous students have said or written about their
experiences in a work placement.
Learners need to be familiar with words associated with work situations. They need to build up an extensive
word bank with words that they will need to use by highlighting key words and phrases from at least 2 sources.
Learners will need support at choosing key words and key facts through modelling of note taking prior to
this task.
Teachers should have key words displayed around the classroom walls to support word recognition.
There needs to be much oral work done prior to the task – perhaps role-plays would be useful, encouraging
learners to act out situations that they found themselves in their recent work placement.
Learners need to be shown how to make notes in the KWLR grid and then how to extract these notes for use in
their report.

Know

Want to know

Learned

Share how to write a report using – for example: Skeletons by Sue Palmer
Ref:
www.suepalmer.co.uk/education_publications_skeletons_non_fiction.php
www.tes.co.uk/teaching-resource/non-fiction-writing-at-ks2-6255919
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